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Abstract
Spina bifida meningomyelocele (SBM), a congenital neurodevelopmental disorder, involves
dysmorphology of the cerebellum, and its most obvious manifestations are motor deficits. This
paper reviews cerebellar neuropathology and motor function across several motor systems well
studied in SBM in relation to current models of cerebellar motor and timing function. Children
and adults with SBM have widespread motor deficits in trunk, upper limbs, eyes, and speech
articulators that are broadly congruent with those observed in adults with cerebellar lesions. The
structure and function of the cerebellum are correlated with a range of motor functions. While
motor learning is generally preserved in SBM, those motor functions requiring predictive signals
and precise calibration of the temporal features of movement are impaired, resulting in deficits in
smooth movement coordination as well as in the classical cerebellar triad of dysmetria, ataxia, and
dysarthria. That motor function in individuals with SBM is disordered in a manner phenotypically
similar to that in adult cerebellar lesions, and appears to involve similar deficits in predictive
cerebellar motor control, suggests that age-based cerebellar motor plasticity is limited in
individuals with this neurodevelopmental disorder.
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Introduction
Congenital malformations and dysmorphologies of the cerebellum provide a rich and largely
untapped source of information, not only about cerebellar motor function, but also about the
structural and functional plasticity of the cerebellum under conditions of formative rather
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than acquired neuropathology. A disorder-specific pattern of cerebellar pathology plays a
causative and central role in spina bifida myelomeningocele (SBM), the most common and
severe form of spina bifida. SBM is a congenital disorder that occurs because of failure of
neural tube closure around 3–4 weeks' gestation. It has a declining (but still significant)
prevalence most recently estimated at 2.02/10,000 US births [1]. This paper reviews
cerebellar neuropathology and motor function in SBM in relation to current models of
cerebellar motor and timing function.

The Spinal Cord and Cerebellum in SBM
Using post-mortem material, Tulp in 1716 described the spinal lesion of meningomyelocele
[2], and Morgagni in 1761 noted the association between spina bifida and lower limb
deformities [3]. In SBM, neuron numbers are reduced even in superficially normal segments
of the lumbosacral cord [4], with reductions being related to the degree of cord damage or
deformity [3]. Spinal cord abnormalities on MRI are evident even in individuals with SBM
with no clinical deterioration in spinal cord function [5].

In 1883, Cleland [6] linked the spinal cord lesion to cerebellar dysmorphologies (Fig. 1) and
differentiated the more severe thoracic spinal lesions from the less severe lumbar spinal
lesions. In 1891, Hans Chiari described three grades of cerebellar abnormalities in patients
with chronic hydrocephalus [7,8], including what is now termed the Chiari type II
malformation (Chiari II).

The Chiari II, which occurs almost universally in neonates born with SBM [9], is a
congenital anomaly. Specific to the Chiari II malformation are a constellation of prominent
structural anomalies involving the cervical spinal cord, brainstem, and cerebellum [10,11].
Other brain and spinal cord anomalies associated with Chiari II include elongated cranial
nerves, corpus callosum absence or hypogenesis, syringomyelia, cortical neuronal migration
defects, hypoplasia or aplasia of the cranial nerve nuclei, and thalamic deformation [10–13].

The features of Chiari II have been best explained by the popular unified theory [14,15],
which proposes that normal distension of the embryonic ventricular system through the
pressure generated from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) buildup fails to occur in SBM because of
CSF leakage through the spinal defect. Lack of ventricular distension in utero limits normal
growth of the bony elements of the posterior fossa and results in a small posterior fossa
[14,15]. Consistent with the unified theory are the reduction or prenatal resolution of
hindbrain herniation [16–18] and a decrease in the incidence of brainstem compression later
on in infancy and early childhood [19] following primary repair of the spinal defect in utero.

The posterior fossa and its contents are attenuated in Chiari II. Individuals with SBM have
smaller midsagittal posterior fossa areas and cerebellar volumes, consistent with other post-
mortem and radiological investigations showing smaller posterior fossa size and loss of
cerebellar gray and white matter [11,17–19]. In SBM, the midsagittal vermis may expand
rostrally, caudally, ventrally, and dorsally, presumably because of compression and its
midline location [20,21]. The cerebellar hemispheres are underdeveloped [17,22,23],
presumably because they have no room to expand within a narrowed skull [20,21].

Cerebellar dysmorphology and compression does not affect all cerebellar regions equally
[20,21]. Juranek et al. [24] found total cerebellar volume to be significantly reduced in SBM
relative to controls; after correcting for total cerebellum volume, and relative to the typically
developing group, the reduction represented a reconfiguration involving anterior lobe
enlargement and posterior lobe reduction. Within the corpus medullare, white matter
integrity is compromised (fractional anisotropy is reduced) in SBM in the middle cerebellar
peduncle, one of the major cerebellar white matter tracts [25].
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Histological changes in the herniated cerebellum in SBM include Purkinje and granular cell
depletion [26,27]. Cell populations and DNA content are reduced in the internal granular
layer in SBM [21], which also exhibits immature cell collections [12]. Eighty-three percent
of SBM cases have half the normal number of Purkinje cells [28]. In addition, 48% of post-
mortem brains of individuals with SBM show absence of one or more of the cranial nervous
nuclei, basal pontine nuclei, and olivary nuclei, possibly because the pontine and olivary
nuclei and the cerebellum all originate from the alar plate of the rhombencephalon [12].
While there is evidence of hypoplasia of the deep cerebellar nuclei in other congenital
posterior fossa malformations like Joubert Syndrome [29], no information is available on the
deep cerebellar nuclei in SBM. However, the firing patterns in the deep cerebellar nuclei are
controlled primarily by the number of concurrently active Purkinje cells, their firing rate,
and level of synchrony in the transition from continuous firing to quiescence [30], so deep
cerebellar nuclei in SBM may be suboptimally functional because of the loss of Purkinje
cells.

Cerebellar dysmorphisms are primary features of the neuropathology of SBM and generate a
cascade of events that involves changes in the development of subtentorial and
supratentorial brain regions. Some of these changes are a direct mechanical effect of the
state of the posterior fossa and cerebellum, involving obstruction of CSF flow that may
require shunt diversion treatment. Others are related to cerebrospinal fluid abnormalities
originating in the embryonic vesicles that produce secondary dysplasias and hypoplasias.

Development of the contents of the posterior fossa, the cerebellum and related structures, is
constrained by the small posterior fossa [31]. Crowding of hindbrain structures within a
small posterior fossa is responsible for the features of Chiari II [15], which include
downward herniation of the cerebellum and hindbrain into the foramen magnum, towering
of the vermis above the tentorium cerebelli, distortion of the midbrain tectum in the form of
a beak (“tectal beaking”), and mechanical abnormalities of the medulla [32]. The corpus
callosum shows complex patterns of agenesis and hypoplasia along a rostral–caudal axis,
with rostrum and splenium regions likely to be agenetic [33]. In SBM, the posterior cortex is
thinner than the anterior cortex [34], which is larger than that of controls [35], and studies of
cortical regions have revealed complex patterns of thickening, thinning, and gyrification
[33]. This pattern leads to strengths and weaknesses in multiple cognitive domains [36],
some of which reflect the impact of hydrocephalus and its treatment [37]. Here, we focus on
motor function in SBM and its relation to the effects of isolable and specific cerebellar
abnormalities.

Motor Function in SBM
As more individuals with spina bifida survived, motor deficits were reported in the lower
limbs [38], trunk and upper limbs [39], speech articulators [40], and ocular motor system
[41]. While clinical motor studies have described disturbances of motor function, newer
experimental investigations have attempted to characterize the deficient motor processes.

Differences in cerebellar motor function between children with SBM (for the most part, of
average verbal intelligence) and typically developing age peers include functions
representing the classical cerebellar triad of ataxia (limb instability), dysmetria (errors in the
metric of movement), and dysarthria (impaired motor speech). Differences also occur on
tasks involving motor timing and rhythm, which are essential components of movement
[42]. In fact, timing and rhythm impairments are part of the historical role of the cerebellum
in movement. For Gall et al. [43], the cerebellum was “the balancer and regulator of
locomotive movements” [p. 113], “an organ for the regularity of locomotive movements
separate from the organ of these movements themselves” [p. 119]. In 1902, Babinski [44]
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described a cerebellar asynergia, which involved arrhythmic decomposition of movements.
Holmes [45] thought the cerebellum regulated the timing and rhythmicity of movement, not
movement itself; he described motor deficits following cerebellar damage as involving: “a
lack of synchronicity in the separate components of the movement” [p. 17]; “a delay in the
initiation of one component relative to another” [p. 18]; and “in actions requiring reversal of
direction there is the slower rate and the lack of rhythm” [p.19].

In SBM, cerebellar motor skills vary across tasks (some motor functions are intact while
others are impaired) and between individuals within tasks. Although not obviously age
dependent, variability in the presence of certain motor functions may be related to the level
of the spinal lesion and the nature/extent of the cerebellar malformation. Wherever possible,
we will describe these sources of variability.

Lower Limbs
Delay in ambulation occurs in nearly all children with SBM, including those with lower
level spinal lesions, although children with upper level spinal lesions are more compromised
[46]. The spinal cord lesion causes a profound disruption of gait; however, because mobility
status is related to upper limb function [47], Chiari II abnormalities may contribute to lower
limb deficits.

Trunk and Upper Limbs
Function—Upright stance is intrinsically unstable. Deviations from the upright body
position produce a destabilizing gravity-induced torque, which is countered by a corrective
torque from small corrective body deviations, termed postural sway. Relative to typically
developing age peers, children with SBM have impaired posture [48,49] and adults with
SBM also have poor postural stability [50], suggesting truncal ataxia. Höglund and Norrlin
[51] measured the amplitude, velocity, and frequency of center of pressure displacement of
postural sway, and found that individuals with SBM had difficulty maintaining posture by
making small corrective body deviations.

In two recent studies of upper limb function in children [52] and adults [50] with SBM,
quantitative coding schemes were used to evaluate principled components of upper limb
function under standard conditions and conditions of physical or cognitive challenge, such
as would be encountered in performing the tasks in daily life: eyes open (no counting), eyes
closed (no counting), eyes open and counting backward from 50, and eyes closed and
counting backward from 50. On a limb dysmetria (finger–nose–finger) task, children in the
SBM group were slower but as accurate than age peers for all challenge conditions; within
the SBM group, children with lower level spinal lesions performed faster than those with
upper level spinal lesions [52]. Adults with SBM performed less well than age peers on the
limb dysmetria task, and were more disrupted than controls by the challenge of counting
[50]. On a diadochokinesis (rapidly alternating hand movement) task, children with SBM
were both slower and less accurate than controls on all challenge conditions [52]. Adults
with SBM were slower than age peers on the diadochokinesis task [50].

Granted their limb dysmetria and ataxia, it is not surprising that children with SBM often
have difficulties with upper limb and hand function on everyday tasks such as eating,
turning, stacking, lifting, and opening [53–55]. In addition, they have difficulties in fine
motor control of arms and hands [56–61], coordination [57,62–65], drawing [66–68], and
handwriting [69,70].

Cerebellum—Adults with cerebellar lesions exhibit a limb ataxia that is correlated with
the presence of intermediate and lateral sagittal cerebellar lesions [71]. The deficit in upper
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limb movement in SBM may be related to a reduction in size of the cerebellar hemispheres,
where limb movements are generally processed, although this has yet to be tested with
quantitative methods for cerebellar parcellation.

Motor Speech
Function—Ataxic dysarthria involves three motor speech clusters [72,73]. Articulatory
inaccuracy includes imprecise consonants, irregular articulatory breakdowns, and distorted
vowels; it has been associated with inaccuracy of repetitive movements [72,73]. Prosodic
excess includes excess and equal stress, prolonged phonemes, slow speech rate, and
prolonged intervals between words and syllables; it has been related to motor slowing
[72,73]. Phonatory–prosodic insufficiency includes harshness, monopitch, and
monoloudness, and may be associated with hypotonia of speech musculature [72,73].

Individuals with SBM have dysfluent speech [56,74]. Huber-Okrainec et al. [75] reported
that compared with controls, both children and adults with SBM had more deficits in motor
speech, including dysfluency, ataxia dysarthria, and speech rate, with ataxia dysarthria being
greater with upper rather than lower spinal lesions.

Cerebellum—Cerebellar lesions disrupt the coordination of prosody, articulation,
phonation, temporal regulation, and fluency of speech production [76]. Ataxic dysarthria in
SBM is consistent with the cerebellar role in speech, according to which the cerebellum
calibrates smooth and rhythmically sculpted words and phrases at the individual's habitual
speech rate [77].

Eye Movements
Function—Ocular and ocular motor disturbances described in many individuals with SBM
include impaired smooth ocular pursuit, saccade (i.e., fast, ballistic eye movements between
two stationary objects) dysmetria, impaired performance of the vestibular–ocular reflex,
various forms of pathological nystagmus (abnormal ocular oscillations), strabismus, and
internuclear ophthalmoplegia, a type of gaze palsy causing double vision [78–88].

Saccades rapidly bring images on the fovea, where spatial acuity is best. Saccades are
typically accurate and age appropriate in SBM [89]. Another function of vestibular, fixation,
and smooth pursuit eye movements is to keep images still on the fovea, which enhances
spatial resolution. Many individuals with SBM have a normal angular vestibular–ocular
reflex (VOR) performance in response to active head motion [90], and fixation stability is
similar to that in healthy controls [91]. However, smooth ocular pursuit is generally
impaired in individuals with SBM and nystagmus, although not in those without nystagmus
[92].

Cerebellum—The cerebellum participates in visual fixation, binocular alignment, saccade
accuracy, smooth ocular pursuit generation and maintenance, VOR modulation, and
adaptations of saccades, smooth pursuit, and the VOR to altered visual information and to
disease [83]. Thebasic VOR is a brainstem function, although the cerebellum is involved in
VOR modulation (e.g., how the eyes move in response to head movements when we wear a
magnifying lens), which has not been studied in SBM. Vermis lobules VI and VII (the
ocular motor vermis) and the fastigial nucleus determine saccade accuracy [93], the
flocculus and paraflocculus regulate image stabilization on the retina [94], while the nodulus
and ventral uvula (vermis lobules IX and X) are important for vestibular velocity storage
mechanisms [83] and transforming head-centered vestibular afferent signals into earth-
referenced self-motion and spatial orientation signals [95].
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In adults, cerebellar vermis lesions produce saccade dysmetria and jerky pursuit, and the
dorsal vermis is activated during saccadic adaptation [96]. The typically normal saccade
accuracy and saccadic adaptation in SBM suggests intactness of the ocular motor functions
of cerebellar vermis lobules VI and VII and the fastigial nuclei, which maintain the accuracy
of the open-loop portion of eye movements and so are required for optimal saccadic function
[93,97].

The difference between preserved saccades and impaired smooth pursuit in SBM may
involve the nature of the control system and/or group or individual differences in the
underlying cerebellar neuroanatomy. Saccades involve continuous local feedback during the
actual saccade until the target falls on the fovea; saccades are over so quickly that there is no
time for online visual feedback (which takes at least 100 ms). To be sure, even saccades
involve some predictive, feed-forward processes because the brain uses a copy of the
oculomotor command that initiated a saccade to predict the new retinal target location
(remapping), even though the image of the target remains visible after the saccade [98].
Smooth pursuit is under open-loop visual feedback control, so involves more predictive
adjustments. Beyond the pontine level, all smooth pursuit pathways pass through the
cerebellum and animal work suggests that two sites within the cerebellum cause smooth
pursuit disorders: those of the flocculus/paraflocculus and the vermis, including lobules VI,
VII, the uvula, and the deep cerebellar nuclei [99].

In individuals with SBM, ocular motor function is correlated with two alternative patterns of
cerebellar development [100]. The first involves reduction in total and lateral cerebellar
volumes, expansion of the midsagittal cerebellar vermis area including vermis lobules VI
and VII (which are important for saccade accuracy), and relative preservation of the medial
cerebellar volume. This pattern of dysmorphology is associated with sparing of ocular motor
functions of saccadic accuracy and smooth pursuit. The second involves severe cerebellar
volume reduction, relative reduction of the medial cerebellum volume, and no expansion of
the midsagittal vermis. This pattern is associated with impairment of the same ocular motor
functions of saccadic accuracy and smooth pursuit. In SBM, the smooth pursuit system is
affected most by variations in vermis midsagittal area or cerebellar volume, likely because
the flocculi, part of the inferior posterior lobules, are most affected by volume reductions
[100].

Motor Learning
Function—Experimental tasks using a range of motor paradigms have revealed error-based
motor adaptation and learning to be largely intact in children with SBM. In the eyes,
individuals with SBM showed intact saccadic adaptation on a saccadic adaptation paradigm
in which the target jumps back after a saccade is initiated, simulating overshoot dysmetria
[101]. Children with SBM adapt to prism-distorted visual input [102], learn to trace the
outline of a star while looking at its reflection in a mirror [103], and learn a manual rotation
task [104]. They also adapt to changes in the relation between arm movements and vision on
an elbow goniometer task, on which participants make fast ballistic arm movements to
match a target alternating between two positions on a computer screen; after baseline rate
and accuracy are measured, the gain is changed to test compensatory adaptation [105]. On
tasks of motor learning, motor performance is variable, ranging from intact ballistic arm
movements [105] to impaired mirror drawing [103].

Children with SBM show adaptation aftereffects (the persistence of the learned change in
movement when the initial, pre-adaptation, conditions are reinstated) on tasks involving
prism-distorted visual input [102], mirror drawing [103], and ballistic arm movements [105].
However, the persistence of learned changes in movement over long periods of time has not
been evaluated.
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Cerebellum—The cerebellum has been implicated in motor learning [106,107]. Adults
with cerebellar lesions do not adapt to prismatic distortion [108] and show impaired motor
adaptation on a ballistic arm movement task [109].

Preservation or enlargement of regional cerebellar size in individuals with SBM may
facilitate learning and adaptation. Saccadic adaptation involves vermis lobules VI and VII,
which are generally normal in SBM [24].

Brain regions that constitute the cerebello–cortical and striatal–cortical motor loops are
important for motor learning [110–112]. In healthy young adults, the cerebellum and basal
ganglia show different fMRI peak activation patterns during motor sequence learning [113],
and the cerebellum is more widely activated than the basal ganglia in the later stages of
motor learning and performance [114]. To date, functional studies of these motor loops
during motor learning have not been investigated in SBM.

The basal ganglia appear visibly normal on clinical MRI scans in SBM, and there are some
reports of greater fractional anisotropy in one basal ganglia region [115], and mirror drawing
learning is faster for those individuals with SBM with more pericallosal gray matter volume,
an area including the basal ganglia [103]. Changes in the corpus striatum, including
enhanced regional volumes in some parts, may contribute to motor learning in individuals
with SBM, but this remains to be tested empirically. In addition, because adaptive learning
is related to the anterior cerebellum and adaptation aftereffects to the superior cerebellum
including lobules V and VI [116], it will be important to investigate the relation of regional
cerebellar development to learning and adaptation aftereffects, and long-term retention.

Timing and Rhythm
Function—The term timing refers to different timescales, from milliseconds to estimates
of the duration of events of the order of minutes, hours, or days. The subsecond timing
system operates in the millisecond range, is used in discrete-event (discontinuous) timing,
and involves the cerebellum; the suprasecond system is a continuous-event, cognitively
controlled timing system that works in the seconds range and beyond, requires attention, and
involves the basal ganglia and related cortical structures [117]. Rhythm concerns subjective
accents and their distribution in time and is defined by temporal properties such as tone
duration [118] and durations between onsets of consecutive tones [119], the latter
determining rhythm perception [118], and involves the cerebellum as well as supratentorial
structures.

Children with SBM have difficulties in perceiving subsecond (~400 ms) temporal durations
even when they are able to accurately perceive pitch [120]. They are impaired in
discriminating rhythms [121,122]. In producing rhythms, they perform better at
synchronization (responding to the beat or tactus of an external rhythm) than entrainment
(responding based on an internally generated model of the rhythm so as to produce the
rhythm predictively); the deficit rests in the timing rather than in the motor component of the
rhythmic tapping [120].

Cerebellum
A range of evidence implicates the cerebellum in subsecond timing. The response patterns
of Purkinje cells are altered during acquisition of new learned timing [123], indicating that
these cells are sensitive to the timing of events in the milliseconds range. Learned timing
relies upon long-term depression of Purkinje cells [124]. Braitenberg [125] suggested that
the parallel fibers in the cerebellar cortex act as a delay system to provide timed signals.
More generally, Ivry [126] has proposed that the cerebellum includes a central timer, and
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Molinari et al. [127] have suggested that timing is within the parameters under cerebellar
control that optimize sensorimotor synchronization.

Perception of subsecond time intervals (around 400 ms) is consistently impaired in adults
with acquired cerebellar lesions [128,129], in children with congenital disorders of the
cerebellum such as ataxia telangiectasia [130], and in adult survivors of acquired childhood
cerebellar tumors [131]. Adult patients with cerebellar degeneration have difficulty
processing temporal regularities (although not tones) in music [132] and performing
rhythmic movements [133].

A Model of Cerebellar Motor Function in SBM
The Cerebellum and Predictive Motor Control

A fundamental principle of neural computation is predictive processing that incorporates or
generates information not only about past and present states but also about future states
[134]. The idea that many brain functions are intrinsically predictive is in accord with the
allocation of the brain's energy resources [135]. Predictive processes in motor control
include an internal copy of the motor command and its predicted movement (the efference
copy) and a corollary discharge, the predicted sensory consequences of a motor command.
The residual error is the difference between the predictive corollary discharge and the re-
afferent sensory effects of the actual movement.

Predictive models have a number of putative functions [134], including distinguishing
between internal and external events [136], estimating the current and future state of
movement [137], rehearsing movements before carrying them out [138], increasing the
salience of sensations with an external cause [139], overcoming time delays associated with
feedback control [140–143], calibrating the correct body state needed for movement [144],
and improving movement accuracy by forwarding sensory plans prior to movement [141].

Current models of the cerebellar role in motor function stress its role as a predictor of future
timed movements and even as a general-purpose predictive controller [145]. As a result of
movement experience, the cerebellum is argued to create internal sensory–motor
representations that predict the consequences of motor plans or control the motor plans
needed for a desired sensory outcome [146]. In Bastian's [147] model, the cerebellum adapts
feed-forward control from one movement to the next by reducing errors in the feed-forward
commands for subsequent movements.

Cerebellar agenesis is associated with severely disturbed predictive control of object grasp
[148]. Adult onset cerebellar damage produces greater deficits on tasks requiring predictive
rather than reactive control [147]; in contrast, individuals with basal ganglia disorders
perform relatively well on predictive control tasks [149].

Motor Function in SBM
Using the existing literature, we now develop a preliminary model of SBM motor function
that attempts to account for the combination of intact and impaired motor skills and for the
distinctive neuroanatomical features of the cerebellum in this disorder, and that attempts to
generate specific predictions about motor functions as yet unstudied in SBM.

Movement Programming
A controller in the motor cortex sends signals to the motor systems that effect movement.
The move signal (A) includes movement parameters such as reach and force, and because
timing is controlled separately from other movement parameters [150], we assume there to
be a separate timing signal (B). The timing signal may be incorporated within the motor
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command discharge signal (i.e., the discharge rate or inter-discharge rate intervals, or
frequency of discharge), but timing signals also originate in the supplementary motor area,
SMA [151] (Fig. 2).

Some features of the move signal (A) must be intact in children with SBM. Typically, their
saccades are accurately programmed [89], and when reaching to a target with the upper
limb, they program movement parameters (e.g., both children with SBM and controls show
a bell-shaped velocity curve scaled to target distances [55]). The timing signal (B) is
inaccurate in children with SBM because of subsecond timing deficits [120].

Cerebellar Calibration of Movement: Efference Copies, Corollary Discharge, and Predictive
Timing

An efference copy forms input to a forward dynamic model (assumed to be in the lateral
cerebellum [143]) that generates an internal state estimate within an internal cerebro-
cerebellar feedback loop; the cerebellum then generates the corollary discharge. In children
with SBM, we assume that the efference copies represent the move signal (C) more
accurately than the timing signal (D). The decreased white matter integrity in the middle
cerebellar peduncle in SBM [25] may also attenuate the signal from the motor cortex and
SMA by disrupting the connection from the pons to the cerebellar cortex, in which case both
move and timing signals might be suboptimal. Either way, the cerebellar input is defective,
and the forward output model involving a corollary discharge (F) is an imperfect prediction
of the timing (and perhaps movement) parameters of the action (Fig. 3).

An entailment of the model is that individuals with SBM will create attenuated motor
resonance, a form of efference copy. Brain regions active during action observation (e.g., of
a hand action) are also active during understanding those actions, in an effector-dependent
manner [152]. The referential motor resonance effect refers to a group of observations
showing that the motor system simulates the action described in a statement [153]. In
reading close the drawer, for example, it is faster to act moving away from the body than to
act towards the body because the former is resonant with the action [154].

The predictive corollary discharge compensates for feedback delays in sensory–motor
systems and feeds into the sensory pathway to cancel out re-afferent signals (G) generated
by the actual movement [155] in instances in which it is important to distinguish self-
generated and externally generated sources of stimulation [156]. Normally, being tickled by
other people, where there are no efference copies of the movements, is subjectively more
ticklish than tickling ourselves, where efference copies signal that we are tickling ourselves
[136,157]. When one finger touches the other, the sensation is weaker than the same
stimulus externally imposed (a specific example of the general finding that the expected
sensory consequences of self-generated movement are processed in attenuated form [158]),
but the attenuation involves a predictive, not a reactive mechanism, because attenuation
occurs even when the fingers unexpectedly fail to make contact [159].

Children with SBM may be less able to distinguish reafference (sensory consequences of
one's own movement) from ex-afference (from external stimulation). They are reported to be
excessively ticklish in response to routine tactile stimulation [53], suggesting failure to
attenuate re-afference, or at least some incompatibility between re-afference and ex-
afference. Because perception of the consequences of self-generated action is temporally
tuned to the predicted action [160], children with SBM may be further compromised by
timing deficits.

A further entailment of the model is that children with SBM will be less able than typically
developing children to correctly assign induced movement errors to their source. In a study
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of how induced errors affect reaching, Diedrichsen et al. [161] found that people assign
motor execution errors (mechanically perturbing the hand, or perturbing the visual feedback
from a cursor representing the hand) to the movement, but target errors (moving the target)
to external forces. Normally, only errors assigned to the movement lead individuals to make
to feed-forward corrections on the next movement, suggesting that arm perturbations are
interpreted as arising from a faulty efference copy.

A predictive timing signal may also be the actual output of the inferior olive (IO) modulated
by the cerebellar cortex because the olivo-cerebellar system generates temporal patterns in
the inferior olive that are responsible for timing intervals on the order of hundreds of
milliseconds using oscillations to keep track of time [162,163]. Llinás et al. [164] have even
suggested, “our motor timing is nothing other than the echo of our IO oscillation.” [p. 270].
An IO predictive timing signal (E) may be defective in SBM because of the irregular
configuration of the olivary nuclei [165] and micropathology in climbing fibers from olivary
nuclei [12] that interfere with generation of an accurate olivo-cerebellar timing signal.

Movement Errors, Motor Learning, Movement Performance, and New State Estimate
Adaptation, an error-based process of adjusting movements to new demands, involves an
error cancelation process and a predictive calibration of movement for new task demands
[166]. Within the cerebellum, simple spike activity may indicate both error detection and a
predictive signal. During the initial learning of a new tool (a computer mouse with a novel
rotational transformation), cerebellar activity is widespread during the initial learning and
proportional to the errors, representing the error signal; after learning, activation persists in
the posterior superior fissure, reflecting an acquired predictive model of the new tool use
[167]. The cerebellar projection to the inferior parietal lobule may provide signals that
contribute to or initiate the recalibration of the predictive model [168] (Fig. 4).

Movement errors can arise from a mismatch between predicted and actual movement (H).
Correction of the movement error (I) facilitates both performance (K) and learning (J).
Before a motor act is executed, an internalization of the movement is calibrated by visual
information (L) about, for example, target and hand [55].

Individuals with SBM respond to movement errors, both those they monitor consciously
(mirror drawing [103]; ballistic arm movements [105]) and those that occur too rapidly for
conscious monitoring (saccadic adaptation [101]). They learn a range of movement tasks (J),
although their error correction may be slower than that of controls [169].

Individuals with SBM perform poorly on tasks on which they exhibit intact learning (J vs.
K). One reason may be that they are insensitive to visual calibration of the motor effector by
external input (L). Performing a concurrent visual task affects visual sway in typically
developing individuals but not in those with SBM [51]. Visual feedback improves reaching
movements of typically developing individuals, but not those with SBM, whose
performance even decreases with visual feedback (they show longer movement path
durations and make more directional errors [55]). It seems reasonable to suppose, then, that
the visual calibration of the motor effector (L) is impaired.

The model addresses the dissociation in SBM between different types of motor performance
tasks. While upper limb movement in children with SBM is generally poor, they generally
perform better on closed-loop motor tasks (such as ballistic arm movements to a visual
target [105]) than on open-loop tasks requiring ongoing motor adjustments (e.g., mirror
drawing [103]). Compared with open-loop tasks, closed-loop tasks involve precise timing
parameters only at the beginning and end of the movement, not throughout, and do not
require that one movement be informed by the movement dynamics of the previous
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movement. The performance of individuals with SBM improves with error-based
corrections of the same movement (e.g., the elbow goniometer task [105]), but not when the
required movement changes from trial to trial (e.g., mirror drawing task [103]), which is in
accord with the idea that that they respond to an error signal but do not create a fully
predictive model of the learned movement to calibrate ongoing, future movements [167].
The fact that the posterior parietal cortex is volumetrically thinner in SBM than in age peers
[35] may further limit the recalibration of the predictive model of motor learning. The
anterior cerebellum is a node in forms of motor control involving computing a predictive
state estimator of one effector (e.g., the arm) to coordinate the actions of another effector
(e.g., the fingers [170]). It will be important to understand whether and how the enhanced
anterior cerebellum in SBM is related to motor learning.

During learning of a fixed sequence of movements, such as what occurs during the repeated
tapping of a rhythmic pattern, entrainment of the rhythm occurs so that not only the
movements but also their temporal pattern is learned. Such rhythms may assist the cortical
motor networks to control automatic movements within chunks and the cognitive control
networks to control non-automatic movements between chunks, allowing motor skills to be
both automatic and flexible [171]. While children with SBM perform well on motor learning
tasks, they fail to entrain rhythmic sequences [120].

The model accommodates the dissociation in SBM between deficient motor timing and
intact motor adaptation and learning. While it has been proposed that timing and motor
learning have a common basis in the granular layer of the cerebellum [172], it is the case, as
here, that the functions can be somewhat dissociated.

The cerebellum provides feed-forward information to the motor controller in the form of a
new state estimate (M). It is possible that the feedback from the cerebellum to the motor
cortex is selectively poor for timing in SBM; anatomically, at least, the cerebello-cerebral
feedback circuit is different for movement parameters (through the motor thalamus to the
motor cortex) than for timing parameters (through the intra-laminar nonspecific thalamic
nuclei to the SMA [71]). In addition, feed-forward information involves a remapping of
peripersonal space, that part of egocentric space within an arm's reach that is used for
activities like picking up objects or drawing [173], and which plays a role in the motor
control of voluntary actions [174]. Peripersonal space develops atypically in children with
SBM, who differ from their age peers in terms of an exaggerated attentional bias to left
hemispace, an abnormal attentional bias to inferior hemispace, and an enhanced Weber
fraction, a larger zone of subjective uncertainty about peripersonal space [175]. In SBM,
peripersonal spatial deficits may be both a cause and an effect of poor movement regulation.

Discussion
Individuals with SBM have widespread motor deficits that are broadly congruent with
function and neuroanatomy of damage in adult cerebellar lesions. In lesioned adults, the
posterior vermis produces truncal ataxia and oculomotor problems and the intermediate
parasagittal and lateral zones produce limb ataxia and dysarthria. There is also a pattern of
enlarged anterior vermis and attenuated posterior vermis and lateral zones (to be sure, many
correlations of volumetrics and specific functions have yet to be made). Error-based motor
learning is generally intact in SBM, although a full predictive signal that includes the
temporal features of movement is impoverished, which likely contributes to deficits in
smooth movement coordination as well as to the classical cerebellar triad of dysmetria,
ataxia, and dysarthria. That motor function in SBM is disordered in a manner phenotypically
like that in adult cerebellar lesions, and appears to involve similar deficits in predictive
cerebellar motor control, suggests that age-based cerebellar motor plasticity is limited in
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individuals with this neurodevelopmental disorder. Thus, children with SBM have cerebellar
motor deficits that are consistent with motor deficits that follow adult cerebellar lesions; the
cerebellar motor profile of SBM is distinctive in that it appears to permit motor learning but
not predictive motor control.

Cerebellar dysmorphologies and dysfunction occur in many neurodevelopmental disorders
[176], including rare disorders like cerebellar agenesis, Dandy Walker syndrome, and
Joubert syndrome, as well as more prevalent disorders like cerebral palsy in which
cerebellar impairment is part of a broader motor disorder. Striving for a better delineation of
cerebellar motor function in neurodevelopmental disorders, and generating specific, testable
predictions about performance on experimental motor paradigms to emend and amplify the
preliminary motor model, will enhance understanding of the individual conditions. In
addition, such delineations will also identify putative common principles of cerebellar motor
function that can then be compared across neurodevelopmental disorders involving the
cerebellum, childhood-acquired cerebellar disorders, and adult cerebellar lesions.

Other forms of neuropathology in SBM affect cognitive function, many originating in the
events following the Chiari II. The presence of other neuropathology is not unusual for
disorders involving the cerebellum. Of adult patients preselected to have isolated cerebellar
lesions from diverse etiologies (infarcts, tumors, and arterovenous malformation), 77% have
supratentorial perfusional deficits on SPECT [177]. In SBM, extracerebellar pathologies are
part of a causative developmental chain of neuropathological events initiated by the
expansion failure of the embryonic vesicles and a small posterior fossa and abnormal
cerebellum. The effects of cerebellar damage appear to produce deficits in specific
cerebellar functions, not simply a pattern of globally impaired motor functions. Some
extracerebellar damage in SBM has been related to cognitive functions like attention, rather
than to cerebellar motor function. In SBM, mechanical effects on the midbrain of cerebellar
deformities, where the midbrain tectum is pushed into a beak, are associated with deficits in
attention orienting and disengagement [178]. Other forms of extracerebellar damage in
SBM, such as corpus callosum agenesis and hypoplasia, are related to cognitive functions
and are demonstrably unrelated to the state of the cerebellum in the same individuals [179].
While functional impairments in a range of cognitive domains in SBM may be exacerbated
by other neuroanatomical anomalies, including beaking of the midbrain tectum [180],
volume reduction in the posterior parietal lobe [35], and compromised white matter in
association tracts [181], cerebellar and extracerebellar pathologies in SBM appear to account
for different functions.

Emerging evidence highlights the cerebellum as an important node in the distributed neural
circuits subserving cognition as well as movement [182]. Here, we advance the general
hypothesis that the motor deficits involving the upper and lower limbs, which are present at
birth and likely affect the long-term development of a range of cognitive functions, represent
not only orthopedic and movement difficulties but also an imperfect substrate for long-term
neurocognitive development. Specifically, we argue that:

1. Formative cerebellar pathologies in SBM produce cerebellar motor defects
involving deficient feed-forward control. Failure of predictive motor control
produces ataxia and dysmetria in many individuals with SBM, representing the
execution of movements without the calibrating benefits of previous experience
accumulated through learning and emergent rhythm patterns [141].

2. Predictive models for motor control may shape cognition [146], specifically,
predicting movement outcomes and understanding the meaning of movements, now
termed motor cognition [183]. In SBM, deficient motor development from birth
fails to scaffold important aspects of later cognitive development so that the
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acquisition of particular cognitive domains will be shaped by the motor deficits.
For example, the physical act of reaching creates a constant remapping of
peripersonal space, which in turn is the platform for development of primitive
quantity relations like bigger and smaller [184]. Children with SBM have poor
predictive reaching, a less articulated peripersonal space [175], and even as
toddlers, a poorer grasp of quantitative relations [36]. Although not yet studied in
SBM, failure to represent other people's movements may be the basis of poor social
cognition [185]. In this context, it is interesting that the cerebellum is activated not
only during speech production but also by instructions to imagine speaking [186].

3. Providing targeted therapies to facilitate movement at a very early age in children
with SBM and other neurodevelopmental disorders may not only facilitate motor
development but also exert a broader positive effect on other outcome domains.
This hypothesis is congruent with recent observations that in typically developing
preschool children, induced movement patterns dictate with some specificity the
way their brains are structured to learn [187].

4. In SBM, a fundamental failure of feed-forward processing may be common to
movement and cognition. In other contexts, we have argued that SBM impairments
within and across cognitive content domains represent problems in iterative
integration of old and new information by means of feed-forward mental models
[36,188,189].

SBM is a strong model of the effects of cerebellar pathology on motor functions, deficits in
which may fail to scaffold aspects of cognitive development. Our general hypothesis about
neurocognitive function in SBM is that primary cerebellar motor deficits, particularly those
involving failure of feed-forward processing, are linked to later impairments in spatial
attention, peripersonal space, language comprehension, mathematics, and possibly social
cognition. What we do not yet know is whether cognitive processing is shaped by the effects
of motor deficits or caused by a failure of feed-forward processing common to movement
and cognition. Theoretically based research on movement across neurodevelopmental
disorders may illuminate exactly how cognitive development is grounded in how we learn to
move.
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Fig. 1.
Cerebellar dysmorphologies described by John Cleland [1835–1925] in 1883. a, Corpora
quadrigemina; b, hemispheres of cerebellum; c, the extremity of the elongated nodule [most
inferior portion of cerebellar vermis]
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Fig. 2.
Motor model: movement programming. The move signal (A) includes movement parameters
such as reach and force, and because timing is controlled separately from other movement
parameters [141], we assume that there is a separate timing signal (B)
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Fig. 3.
Motor model: cerebellar calibration of movement. Efference copies represent move signal
(C) and timing signal (D). A predictive timing signal may also be the actual output of the
inferior olive (E). A forward output model involves a corollary discharge (F), which
compensates for feedback delays in sensory–motor systems, and feeds into the sensory
pathway to cancel out re-afferent signals (G) generated by the actual movement
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Fig. 4.
Motor model: adaptation and learning. Movement errors can arise from a mismatch between
predicted and actual movement (H). Correction of the movement error (I) facilitates both
performance (K) and learning (J). Before a motor act is executed, an internalization of the
movement is calibrated by visual information (L) for example, about target and hand
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